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The main aim of this dissertation is to answer the skeptical puzzle and its 
minor is to unearth reasonable factors in skepticism. 
    It is very necessary to answer the skeptical puzzle. While Kant considered 
that the non-solution of the skeptical puzzle is a “philosophical scandal”, Quine 
pointed out, “Hume’s puzzle is human’s puzzle”. It is a scandal, so we have to 
remove; it is a puzzle, so we have to answer. Although the local academic circles 
have studied more deeply and more complete the ancient and modern skepticism, 
their study on contemporary skepticism is rare, and the study on the skeptical 
puzzle from its arguments is rarer. Owing to the necessity of answering the 
skeptical puzzle and the relative lack of the local research, this dissertation 
begins from the puzzle, introduces and comments on the main strategies of 
contemporary answering the puzzle, and gives own answer to the skeptical 
puzzle though improving the newest research production of western 
contemporary. 
    In the part of answering the puzzle, firstly, I limits skepticism, sets up the 
skeptical puzzle from the closure theory and analyzes systematically the possible 
answers of the puzzle after proving that the closure theory is the most important 
argument of skepticism. Secondly, I comment on the contemporary main 
strategies of answering the puzzle, which are Moorean responses (such as 
Moore’s solution and Putnamean response), the solutions of denying closure 
theory (such as Dretske’s theory of relevant alternatives and Nozick’s conditional 














subjunctive conditional contextualism and Cohen’s contextualism of relevant 
alternatives). In these solutions, the contextualism’s solution is most reasonable, 
while other solutions have many difficulties which cannot be overcome through 
they are richly enlightening and reasonable. Different from them, there are at 
least three advantages in the contextualism’s solution: (1)it is not decide 
arbitrarily;(2) its explanation is strong; (3)its compatibility is strong. Therefore, I 
basically agree with the criticism of skepticism from contextualism. Finally, I 
give own answer to the skeptical puzzle though modifying the contextualism. 
It is very meaningful to unearth the meaning of skepticism. Merton, who is a 
famous scientific sociologist, considered that organized skepticism is one of four 
kinds of spiritual strains of scientists. Popkin, who is the authority of studying 
skepticism, thought, “The skepticism has all along been the main motive source 
of the history of thought.” So it is necessary to unearth the scientific doubt which 
is the reasonable factor in skepticism. 
In the part of unearthing reasonable factors in skepticism, firstly, I discuss 
the function of skepticism in philosophy and the function of doubt in science. 
Secondly, after cleaning up Wittgenstein’s talking about the necessary terms of 
the meaningful doubt, I study the nature of scientific doubt and the necessarily 
terms of scientific doubt. 
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书只有 20 多本。 
对中国期刊网专题全文数据库（1994-2005 年）文史哲辑专栏目录进行
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（1978-2001）”检索，标题有“怀疑”的有 89 篇。 
然而，对中国国家图书馆藏书进行查询，英文书目标题有“skepticism”
的查询结果有 51 个，标题有“scepticism”的查询结果有 53 个。 
对www.yahoo.com网站查询，题名有“skepticism”的查询结果有15,500
个，题名有“scepticism”的查询结果有 15,300 个；对 www.google.com
网站查询，题名有“skepticism”的查询结果有 13,200 个，题名有
“scepticism”的查询结果有 3,600 个。 
从所查文献的数量来说，在中文文献中，书名有“怀疑”（包括“怀疑
主义”和“怀疑论”）的书只有 20 多本，篇名有“怀疑”的文章不足 100
篇；在英文文献中，书名有“skepticism”或“scepticism”的书却有 100
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